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Abstract
The multiple-instance learning (MIL) model has been
successful in areas such as drug discovery and content-
based image-retrieval. Recently, this model was general-
ized and a corresponding kernel was introduced to learn
generalized MIL concepts with a support vector machine.
While this kernel enjoyed empirical success, it has limita-
tions in its representation. We extend this kernel by enrich-
ing its representation and empirically evaluate our new ker-
nel on data from content-based image retrieval, biological
sequence analysis, and drug discovery. We found that our
new kernel generalized noticeably better than the old one
in content-based image retrieval and biological sequence
analysis and was slightly better or even with the old ker-
nel in the other applications, showing that an SVM using
this kernel does not overfit despite its richer representation.
1. Introduction
Dietterich et al. [3] introduced the multiple-instance
learning (MIL) model motivated by the problem of pre-
dicting molecular binding affinity. They represented each
molecule by a high-dimensional vector that describes
its shape, and labeled molecules that bind at a particu-
lar site as positive examples and those that do not bind as
negative. Then they learned an axis-parallel box that dis-
tinguishes the positives from the negatives. The motiva-
tion for the MIL model is the fact that a single molecule can
have multiple conformations (shapes), and only one con-
formation need bind at the site for the molecule to be
considered positive. Thus when an example is nega-
tive, all conformations in it are negative, but if an example
is positive, then it may be the case that only one con-
formation of the set is positive, and the learner does not
know which one. The MIL model has since been ap-
plied to content-based image retrieval [2, 9, 17, 19, 20],
where each instance in a multi-instance example (bag) rep-
resents a feature of an image, and it is not known which
feature corresponds to the content the user wants to re-
trieve. For both applications, it is typically assumed that the
label of an example is a disjunction of the labels of the in-
stances in the example.
Recently, Scott et al. [11] generalized the MIL model,
allowing an example’s label to be represented as an r-of-k
threshold function rather than as a disjunction. They also
presented an algorithm (GMIL-1) for learning in this new
model. While GMIL-1 had advantages in terms of gener-
alization error over conventional MIL algorithms, its time
complexity was exponential in the dimension of the input
space. This motivated Tao et al. [13] to define a kernel k∧
that exactly corresponds to the feature mapping used by
GMIL-1. They then showed that k∧ was #P-complete to
compute and presented a fully polynomial randomized ap-
proximation scheme (FPRAS) for it. Their results showed
improvements in both generalization error and time com-
plexity over GMIL-1 (and its faster version GMIL-2 [12])
on several data sets. Further, k∧ outperformed conventional
MIL algorithms on the high-dimensional Musk data sets.
However, the GMIL model Tao et al. used could be fur-
ther generalized along the lines of Weidmann et al. [16].
One of our contributions is a new remapping that general-
izes Weidmann et al.’s “count-based”MIL model and a ker-
nel kmin that corresponds to that mapping. We then show
that, as with k∧, kmin is #P-complete to compute, so we
give an FPRAS for it. Our final contribution is an empiri-
cal evaluation of our new kernel on several MIL data sets.
We found that kmin can generalize better than k∧ for a learn-
ing task in content-based image retrieval and in biological
sequence analysis, but there is little room for improvement
in the other learning tasks. However, we note that despite
kmin’s richer representation over k∧, it does not overfit.
The rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces
notation. In Section 3 we describe the MIL model, present
Scott et al.’s generalization of it, and describe Tao et al.’s
old kernel k∧. In Section 4 we present our extension to
k∧ (which we call kmin), show that computing kmin is #P-
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complete, and give an FPRAS for it. In Section 5 we de-
scribe experimental results of our new kernel on the appli-
cations content-based image retrieval, biological sequence
analysis, and the Musk data sets. We conclude in Section 6.
2. Notation and Definitions
Let X denote {0, . . . , s}d (though our results trivially
generalize to X = ∏di=1{0, . . . , si}). Let BX denote the
set of all axis-parallel boxes (including degenerate boxes)
from X . For multisets P,Q ⊆ X , let B(P ∧Q) denote the
set of boxes in BX that contain a point from P and a point
from Q. When P and Q contain single points then we will
omit set notation. For example, B({p} ∧ {q}) will be de-
noted B(p∧ q). The notion of approximation that we use is
defined as follows.
Definition 1 Let f be a counting problem. Then a random-
ized algorithmA is an FPRAS (Fully Polynomial Random-
ized Approximation Scheme) if for any instance x, and pa-
rameters , δ > 0, Pr [|A(x)− f(x)| ≤ f(x)] ≥ 1−δ and
A’s running time is polynomial in |x|, 1/, and 1/δ. Fur-
ther, we call A(x) an -good approximation of f(x).
To bound the sample sizes required to estimate quanti-
ties of interest, we will employ the Hoeffding bound.
Lemma 2 (Hoeffding) Let Xi be independent random vari-
ables all with mean µ such that for all i, a ≤ Xi ≤
b. Then for any λ > 0, Pr
[∣∣∣ 1S ∑Si=1 Xi − µ
∣∣∣ ≥ λ] ≤
2e−2λ
2S/(b−a)2 .
Since we’re interested in -good approximations, we’ll use
λ = µ.
3. Multiple-Instance Learning
In the original MIL model [3], each example P is a bag
(multiset) of n instances, and P is labeled positive if and
only if at least one of the instances in P is labeled posi-
tive (it is unknown which instance(s) in P are labeled posi-
tive). Typically, the label of a point p ∈ P is determined by
its proximity to a target point c. The MIL model has since
been extensively studied [15, 1, 8, 18] with applications fo-
cusing on molecular binding affinity (related to drug dis-
covery) and content-based image retrieval [2, 9, 17, 19, 20].
Scott et al. [11] generalized the MIL model such that
rather than P ’s label being a disjunction of the labels of P ’s
instances, it is a threshold function. Each target concept is
defined by a set of k “attraction” points C = {c1, . . . , ck}
and a set of k′ “repulsion” points C¯ = {c¯1, . . . , c¯k′}. The
label for a bag P = {p1, . . . , pn} is positive if and only if
there is a subset of r points C′ ⊆ C ∪ C¯ such that each at-
traction point ci ∈ C′ is near some point in P (where “near”
is defined as within a certain distance under some weighted
norm) and each repulsion point c¯j ∈ C′ is not near any
point in P . In other words, if one defines a boolean attribute
ai for each attraction point ci ∈ C that is 1 if there exists a
point p ∈ P near it and 0 otherwise and another boolean at-
tribute a¯i for each repulsion point c¯j ∈ C¯ that is 1 if there
is no point from P near it, then P ’s label is an r-of-(k + k′)
threshold function over the attributes.
When they introduced their generalized MIL model,
Scott et al. also gave an algorithm (GMIL-1) for it. GMIL-
1 enumerates the set BX of all possible boxes in the dis-
cretized space X and creates an attribute ab for each box
b ∈ BX . Given a bag P ∈ Xn, the algorithm sets ab = 1 if
some point from P lies in b and ab = 0 otherwise. To han-
dle repulsion points, they defined complementary attributes
a¯b = 1 − ab. These 2|BX | attributes were given to Win-
now [7], which learns a linear threshold unit.
Unfortunately, GMIL-1’s time complexity is exponential
in d. Later, Tao et al. [13] defined the kernel k∧ that ex-
actly corresponds to GMIL-1’s remapping. When used with
a support vector machine, this kernel allows one to simu-
late GMIL-1 in time polynomial in d and the bag size n.
Observation 3 [13] Consider two bags P,Q ⊆ X and a
mapping φ∧(P ) = (a1, . . . , aN ) where ai = 1 if the corre-
sponding box bi ∈ BX contains a point from P and 0 other-
wise. Then when using an SVM for learning, the remapping
used by GMIL-1 corresponds to using the kernel
k∧(P,Q) = φ∧(P ) · φ∧(Q) = |B(P ∧Q)|,
where B(P ∧Q) is the set of boxes that contain a point from
P and a point from Q.
Tao et al. showed that exact computation of k∧ is #P-
complete, and then gave an FPRAS for it that with high
probability computes an -good approximation of k∧ in
time1 O(n2d(log s) ln(1/δ)/2). Their algorithm for esti-
mating |B(P ∧Q)| is based on the general technique from
Karp et al. [5] on the union of sets problem, where the
goal is to take a description of m sets B1, . . . , Bm and
estimate the size of B =
⋃m
i=1 Bi. Let W = |B(P ∧
Q)| = |⋃p∈P,q∈Q B(p ∧ q)|. Given points p, q ∈ X , let
 = (1, . . . , d) be the lower corner of the bounding box
of p and q, i.e. i = min{pi, qi} for all i. Similarly define
u = (u1, . . . , ud) as the upper corner. Then |B(p ∧ q)| =(∏
1≤i≤d(i + 1)
)(∏
1≤i≤d(si − ui + 1)
)
. Being able to
exactly compute this allows one to choose a set B(p ∧ q)
with probability |B(p∧q)|/
(∑
p∈P,q∈Q |B(p ∧ q)|
)
. Now
since one can uniformly sample from B(p ∧ q), it is possi-
ble to uniformly sample from U = {(p, q, b) : p ∈ P, q ∈
Q, b ∈ B(p ∧ q)}.
1 The algorithm as presented below has time complexity cubic in n. Tao
et al. used a refined version of it, which has quadratic time complexity.
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Note that |U | = ∑p∈P,q∈Q |B(p ∧ q)|. Consider all
pairs (p, q) ∈ P × Q. Define a total order ≺ on these
pairs by sorting first by p’s index in P , and then by q’s
index in Q. Now consider the set G = {(p, q, b) ∈ U :
there are no pairs (p′, q′) ≺ (p, q) s.t. b ∈ B(p′ ∧ q′)}.
Then |G| = |⋃p∈P,q∈Q B(p∧ q)| = W . Checking whether
(p, q, b) ∈ G takes O(dn) time. Tao et al.’s algorithm draws
S samples (p, q, b) uniformly from U and increments a
counter γ when (p, q, b) ∈ G.
Theorem 4 [13] If S ≥ 4n2 ln(2/δ)/2, then
Pr
[
(1− )W ≤ |U |γ
S
≤ (1 + )W
]
≥ 1− δ.
Independently of Scott et al., Weidmann et al. [16] de-
fined their own generalizations2 of the MIL model. Their
first (referred to as presence-basedMIL in [16]) is the same
as Scott et al.’s with r = k and no repulsion points. Their
second (threshold-based MIL) generalizes presence-based
MIL by requiring each ci ∈ C to be near at least ti ≥ 0 dis-
tinct points from P for P to be labeled positive. Their third
(count-based MIL) generalizes threshold-based by requir-
ing the number of distinct points from P that are near ci to
be at least ti and at most zi, which cannot be represented by
Scott et al.’s model.
4. Extending Tao et al.’s Kernel
We now extend k∧ to work in a GMIL model that gen-
eralizes count-based MIL model of Weidmann et al. [16].
Recall that their count-based MIL model stipulates that a
bag P is positive if and only if each concept point ci ∈ C
is near at least ti, and at most zi, distinct points from P .
We define a remapping and a kernel to capture the notion
of count-based MIL, but using r-of-(k + k′) threshold con-
cepts (expanding its representational ability beyond that of
Weidmann et al.). Recall the old mapping, where φ∧(P ) is
a vector of |BX | bits, and for each box b ∈ BX , attribute
ab = 1 if box b contains a point from bag P and 0 other-
wise. In our new mapping φmin(P ), each box b ∈ BX has
n bits associated with it, and abi = 1 if box b contains at
least i points from P and 0 otherwise. (Thus if b contains
exactly j points from P , we have abi = 1 for i ≤ j and
abi = 0 for i > j.) To see how this captures count-based
MIL, imagine that there is exactly one target box b, and all
positive bags have at least x and at most y− 1 points in b. A
weight vector capturing this target concept has wbx = +1,
wby = −1, all other weights 0, and a bias term of −1/2.
Adjusting the bias term and adding other nonzero compo-
nents to the weight vector allows us to represent multiple
target boxes in an r-of-k threshold function.
2 Note that Chen and Wang’s algorithm DD-SVM [2] implies yet an-
other generalization of the MIL model, though this generalization is
not comparable to those of Scott et al. and Weidmann et al.
Let Pb ⊆ P be the set of points from P that are con-
tained in b. Then it is straightforward to see that the dot
product φmin(P ) · φmin(Q) is equivalent to the kernel
kmin(P,Q) =
∑
b∈BX
min(|Pb|, |Qb|)
=
∑
b∈B(P∧Q)
min(|Pb|, |Qb|) (1)
=
∑
b∈B(P∧Q)
|Pb||Qb|
max(|Pb|, |Qb|)
=
∑
b∈B(P∧Q)
∑
p∈Pb,q∈Qb
1
max(|Pb|, |Qb|)
=
∑
p∈P,q∈Q
∑
b∈B(p∧q)
1
max(|Pb|, |Qb|) . (2)
4.1. A Hardness Result for kmin
Consider the corresponding counting problem
#BOXMin which is defined as follows: Given a triple
〈X , P,Q〉, compute kmin(P,Q). We need another re-
lated problem for showing the hardness of #BOXMin,
which we now define. The problem #BOXAnd defined
by Tao et al. is, given input the triple 〈X , P,Q〉, com-
pute k∧(P,Q) = |B(P ∧ Q)|. In their proof showing that
#BOXAnd is #P-complete, they also showed that a re-
stricted version where |P | = 1 is #P-complete. We call this
problem #RestrictedBOXAnd.
Theorem 5 [13] #RestrictedBOXAnd is #P-complete.
Theorem 6 #BOXMin is #P-complete.
Proof: #BOXMin is in #P: Given a triple 〈X , P,Q〉, a non-
deterministic machine first guesses a b ∈ X and then com-
putes min(|Pb|, |Qb|). If the minimum is 0, it rejects. Oth-
erwise it branches into min(|Pb|, |Qb|) paths and accepts. It
is clear that the number of accepting paths = kmin(P,Q).
We now show that in fact computing kmin(P,Q) where
P contains only one point is #P-complete by reducing #Re-
strictedBOXAnd to the restricted version of #BOXMin. The
reduction is the identity map: an instance 〈X , {p}, Q〉 of
#RestrictedBOXAnd is mapped to the instance 〈X , {p}, Q〉
of kmin(P,Q). Then we get
kmin({p}, Q)=
∑
b∈BX
min(|Pb|, |Qb|)
=
∑
b∈B(p∧Q)
min(|Pb|, |Qb|) +
∑
b∈B(p∧Q)
min(|Pb|, |Qb|)
=
∑
b∈B(p∧Q)
1 = |B(p ∧Q)| = k∧({p}, Q) .
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4.2. Approximating kmin
One way to approximate kmin is to approximate
(1) via a simple change to Tao et al.’s algorithm for
k∧. When a sampled triple (p, q, b) ∈ G, we incre-
ment γ by min(|Pb|, |Qb|) instead of by 1. Unfortunately,
the best sample size bound we can get for this tech-
nique (via Lemma 2) is S = n6 ln(2/δ)/(22), yield-
ing a time complexity of Θ(n7d(log s) log(1/δ)/2). Thus
we instead approximate (2). We fix each (p, q) pair and ap-
proximate that term of the summation by uniformly sam-
pling boxes from B(p ∧ q) and taking the average of
1/max(|Pb|, |Qb|) for each box b in the sample. Multiply-
ing this average by |B(p∧ q)| gives us an approximation of
that term of the sum.
Theorem 7 Let kˆmin(P,Q) be our approxima-
tion of kmin(P,Q) via approximating each term
of (2) individually as described above. Then af-
ter using n2(n − 1)2 ln(2n2/δ)/(22) total sam-
ples and O(n5d ln(n/δ) log s/2) total time,
Pr
[
(1− )kmin(P,Q) ≤ kˆmin(P,Q) ≤ (1 + )kmin(P,Q)
]
≥
1− δ.
Proof: First note that an -good approximation of each
(p, q) term of the summation yields an -good approxima-
tion of kmin(P,Q). Thus we focus on a single (p, q) pair.
Given b ∈ B(p ∧ q), let X(b) = 1/max(|Pb|, |Qb|). Then
µ = E[X ] =
1
|B(p ∧ q)|
∑
b∈B(p∧q)
1/max(|Pb|, |Qb|) .
Thus X,µ ∈ [1/n, 1]. Lemma 2 says that our approxima-
tion (using a sample of size S) is not -good with probabil-
ity at most
2e−2
2µ2Sn2/(n−1)2 ≤ 2e−22S/(n−1)2 ,
since µ ≥ 1/n. Setting this to be at most δ/n2 (so we can
apply the union bound over all n2 failure probabilities) and
solving for S, we get S ≥ (n−1)2 ln(2n2/δ)/(22) as suf-
ficient for an -good approximation of each term. Repeat
this n2 times (once per (p, q) pair) to approximate (2). The
time complexity is O(n5d ln(n/δ) log s/2) since it takes
time linear in n, d, and log s to compute each max.
There is no guarantee that the Gram matrix computed by
our approximation algorithm is positive semidefinite. How-
ever, it is reasonable to believe that if  is small and kmin’s
Gram matrix (which is positive semidefinite) has no zero
eigenvalues, the approximated matrix would not adversely
affect SVM optimization. In our experiments, our approxi-
mate kernel works well with  = 0.1.
5. Experimental Results
To evaluate our new kernel, we tested it with SVMlight
[4] on the following learning tasks: content-based image re-
trieval, biological sequence analysis, and the Musk data.
5.1. Content-Based Image Retrieval
In content-based image retrieval (CBIR), the user
presents examples of desired images, and the task is to de-
termine commonalities among the query images and
retrieve similar ones from the database. In early work in ap-
plying conventional MIL for CBIR [9, 19], images were
filtered and subsampled and then “blobs” (groups of m ad-
jacent pixels) were extracted, which were each mapped to
one point in a bag.
We experimented with the two CBIR tasks used by Tao
et al. [13]. One is the “sunset” task: to distinguish images
containing sunsets from those not containing sunsets. Like
Zhang et al. [19], Tao et al. built 30 random testing sets of
720 examples (120 positives and 600 negatives): 150 neg-
atives each from the waterfall, mountain, field, and flower
sets. Each of 30 training sets consisted of 50 positives and
50 negatives.
Another CBIR task Tao et al. experimented with was to
test a conjunctive CBIR concept, where the goal was to dis-
tinguish images containing a field with no sky from those
containing a field and sky or containing no field. Zhang et
al.’s field images that contained the sky were relabeled from
positive to negative. Each training set had 6 bags of each
of flower, mountain, sunset, and waterfall for negatives, and
had around 30 fields, 6 of them negative and the rest posi-
tive. Each negative test set had 150 bags of each of flower,
mountain, sunset, and waterfall. Also, each test set had 120
fields, around 50 serving as positives and the remainder as
negatives.
The top two rows of each table in Table 1 summarize the
prediction error of kmin, Tao et al.’s kernel k∧, and GMIL-
2 [12], a faster version of GMIL-1 with comparable accu-
racy. For comparison purposes, we also give results for the
algorithms Diverse Density [8] and EMDD [18] that op-
erate in the conventional MIL model. The sunset task fits
well into the conventional MIL model; hence error rates for
EMDD and DD are only about 1% higher than ours, and
there is little improvement of kˆmin over kˆ∧. But since the
conjunctive task is more complex, we see that the general-
ized model helps significantly over the conventional model.
Further, there is much improvement of kmin over k∧ on the
positives and a slight degradation on the negatives, yield-
ing an overall improvement in generalization error.
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Total Error
TASK kˆmin kˆ∧ GMIL-2 EMDD DD
sunset 0.084 0.088 0.098 0.096 0.099
conj. 0.084 0.108 0.147 0.215 0.181
protein 0.215 0.218 0.250 0.365 0.664
False Postive Error
TASK kˆmin kˆ∧ GMIL-2 EMDD DD
sunset 0.112 0.120 0.082 0.082 0.078
conj. 0.198 0.192 0.140 0.213 0.173
protein 0.215 0.218 0.250 0.365 0.668
False Negative Error
TASK kˆmin kˆ∧ GMIL-2 EMDD DD
sunset 0.078 0.080 0.157 0.166 0.168
conj. 0.075 0.102 0.244 0.244 0.282
protein 0.144 0.169 0.250 0.360 0.125
Table 1. Generalization errors for CBIR and
protein learning tasks. kˆ∧ and kˆmin are based
on approximations of the kernel with  = 0.1
and δ = 0.01.
5.2. Identifying Trx-fold Proteins
The low conservation of primary sequence in protein
superfamilies such as Thioredoxin-fold (Trx-fold) makes
conventional modeling methods difficult to use. Wang et
al. [14] propose using multiple-instance learning as a tool
for identification of new Trx-fold proteins. They mapped
each protein’s primary sequence to a bag in the follow-
ing way. First, they found in each sequence the primary
sequence motif (typically CxxC) that is known to exist in
all Trx-fold proteins. They then extracted a window of size
214 around it (30 residues upstream, 180 downstream) and
aligned these windows around the motif. They then mapped
all sequences to 8-dimensional profiles based on the nu-
meric properties of Kim et al. [6] and used them as inputs
to the multiple-instance learning algorithm.
Wang et al. used GMIL-2 to perform cross-validation
tests: 20-fold CV on 20 positives and 8-fold CV on 160 neg-
atives. So in each round, they trainedGMIL-2 on 19 positive
proteins plus one of 8 sets of negative proteins, and tested
on the held-out positive protein plus the remaining 7 sets of
negative proteins. They repeated this for each of the 8 sets
of negative proteins. To compare with their results, we per-
formed the same tests with kmin, comparing to k∧, EMDD
and DD (bottom row of each table in Table 1). Here we see
that applying kmin instead of k∧ yields little improvement
in false positive error, but there is a noticeable improvement
in false negative error.
5.3. Musk Data Sets
Finally, we tested on the Musk data sets from the UCI
repository3, which represent different conformations of var-
ious molecules, labeled according to whether they exhibit a
“musk-like” odor when smelled by a human expert. We per-
formed 10-fold cross-validation experiments on the same 10
partitions used by Dietterich et al. [3].
For the Musk experiments, the ratio of diagonal entries
in the kernel matrix to the off-diagonal entries was often
around 1050. So we applied the method of Scho¨lkopf et
al. [10] to solve this problem. We used the sub-polynomial
function x1/50 to reduce the range of each entry in the
Gram matrices. We then let SVMlight work with the origi-
nal Gram matrices as well as transduction empirical kernels
and non-transduction empirical kernels.
Table 2 summarizes our results and those from Andrews
et al. [1] with mi-SVM and MI-SVM and their results
with EMDD4. Results for DD come from [8], TLC results
come from the generalized MIL algorithm of Weidmann et
al. [16], DD-SVM is from [2], and “IAPR” is the iterative
axis-parallel rectangle algorithm from Dietterich et al.
While we see that the empirical kernels based on k∧ and
kmin provide some of the best results on both Musk sets,
there is no improvement in kmin over k∧. In fact, the re-
sults exactly match except for false positive error on Musk
1 for the transduction case (not shown), in which k∧ is bet-
ter. One possible explanation for this is that there is no room
for improvement via a richer hypothesis class for these data
sets. Another explanation for this phenomenon is that since
kmin(P,Q)/k∧(P,Q) ∈ [1, n] for all P,Q and the kernel
is so diagonally dominant for such high-dimensional input
data, the kernel values are too similar to each other to make
a difference in training and testing. Thus in cases like Musk
when there is diagonal dominance, there is probably little
reason to choose kmin over k∧.
6. Conclusions
Tao et al.’s kernel k∧ has been shown to be very pow-
erful and well-suited for MIL learning tasks. We extended
this kernel by increasing its representational power to gen-
eralize “count-based”MIL ofWeidmann et al. Empirical re-
sults show noticeable improvements in generalization error
for kmin over k∧ for the conjunctive CBIR task and protein
classification. In particular, our new kernel reduced false
negative error over k∧ while not increasing false positive er-
ror. For the sunset and Musk learning tasks, there was little
improvement in any error rate, but there was little degrada-
3 http://www.ics.uci.edu/˜mlearn/MLRepository.html
4 Andrews et al. point out that the EMDD experiments of Zhang et
al. [18] were optimistically biased since they used the test set to choose
the final hypotheses. Thus Andrews et al. reran them.
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Total Error
ALGORITHM MUSK1 MUSK2
kˆmin 0.176 0.227
kˆmin emp non-transduction 0.120 0.118
kˆmin emp transduction 0.098 0.097
kˆ∧ 0.176 0.227
kˆ∧ emp non-transduction 0.120 0.118
kˆ∧ emp transduction 0.088 0.097
TLC 0.113 0.169
EMDD 0.152 0.151
DD 0.120 0.160
mi-SVM 0.126 0.164
MI-SVM 0.221 0.157
DD-SVM 0.142 0.087
IAPR 0.076 0.108
Table 2. Classification error on the Musk data
sets. EMDD, mi-SVM, and MI-SVM are from
[1], DD is from [8], TLC is from [16], DD-SVM
is from [2], and IAPR is from [3].
tion either. This implies that our new kernel does not overfit
despite its richer representation.
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